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The desktop laser marking machine exhibited at the

2023 Taiwan International Tools & Hardware Expo.

offers automation, intelligence, and customization

services to meet the needs of smart factories.

TAIPEI, June 25, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Unveiling a New

Era of AI Manufacturing and Net-Zero

Sustainability in Taichung

As a leader in the global hardware

tools market, Taiwan is set to host the

International Hardware Expo Taiwan &

Taiwan International Tools & Hardware

Expo (IHT x TiTE) from October 16 to 18

at the Taichung International Exhibition

Center. This premier event will

showcase the groundbreaking

advancements in AI manufacturing and

net-zero sustainability, heralding a new

chapter for the global hardware

industry.

Taiwan: The Key to the Global

Hardware Industry Ecosystem

Taiwan is at the forefront of developing

a revolutionary hardware industry

ecosystem, integrating world-class IT

expertise with a commitment to

sustainable development to create the

most resilient supply chain worldwide.

Historically, Taiwan has played a crucial

role in helping the global industry

navigate supply chain disruptions

during the COVID-19 pandemic. Today,

Taiwan is leading the charge in AI

technology adoption and net-zero transformation. Discover the future at this year's IHT x TiTE

Exhibition.

Taiwan: Your Premier Partner for Net-Zero Sustainability

http://www.einpresswire.com


The digital torque wrench offers high precision and

efficiency for model assembly and precision

machinery maintenance.

Taiwan is a major supplier of high-

value hardware tools globally. To assist

customers in achieving net-zero

emission goals, over 90% of Taiwanese

companies have conducted carbon

inventories, and more than 70% have

begun implementing net-zero

processes. While many global clients

are still formulating their net-zero

strategies, Taiwanese companies are

already advancing their net-zero

initiatives. For those prioritizing

sustainable hardware tools, Taiwan

stands as the ideal partner.

Explore AI Technology Applications in

Hardware Tools

As a global technology hub, Taiwan leads the world in transitioning various industries to AI-

driven intelligence. Consumer electronics, fast fashion, luxury goods, and industrial products all

rely on Taiwan's technological prowess. Taiwan is not only the birthplace of AI technology but

also the first nation to incorporate AI into industrial production processes. Gain insights into the

latest AI applications in the hardware tools industry, from materials and equipment to processes,

enhancing your competitive edge with Taiwan's expertise.

One-Stop Procurement Solutions: Taichung, Taiwan

Taiwan is synonymous with excellence in hardware tools, offering tens of thousands of products

across diverse industries through superior R&D and manufacturing capabilities. The IHT x TiTE

Exhibition is designed to fulfill all your procurement needs. Taichung, the exhibition venue, is the

epicenter of Taiwan's hardware industry. Global buyers can conveniently access most

manufacturers' factories within an hour, enabling efficient exhibition visits, factory tours, and

seamless order negotiations. Leading companies worldwide are already securing the best supply

partners in Taiwan. Ensure your competitive advantage by participating in the exhibition.

Showcasing the World's Strongest Hardware Industry Ecosystem

Jointly organized by the esteemed Lanza International Co., Ltd and the Taiwan Hand Tool

Manufacturers' Association, IHT x TiTE highlights Taiwan's comprehensive hardware industry

ecosystem to global buyers, tapping into new post-inflation economic opportunities. This year's

exhibition will feature seven key themes: 1) Tools & Related Accessories, 2) Automotive Parts,

Repair Tools & Maintenance Equipment, 3) Fasteners & Fixings, 4) Garden, Outdoor, Agricultural,

& DIY, 5) Metal Testing Equipment, Processing Equipment, & Industrial Safety, 6) Building &

Locks, and 7) Industrial Software & Digital Transformation. With over 400 exhibitors from more

than 20 countries and hundreds of international brands and distributors, the event promises to

be a spectacular showcase. For the latest exhibition information, please visit the official website



(https://www.hardwareexpotw.com) or contact the organizers at IHT@lanzsexpo.com.

【Exhibition Information】

* Date: Oct. 16~18, 2024

* Time: 09:00~17:00 (09:00~16:00 on Oct. 18)  

* Venue: Taichung International Exhibition Center

* 7 Exhibition Areas:

1. Tools & Accessories

2. Fasteners & Fitting

3. Building & Locks

4. Metal Processing, Equipment & Work Safety

5. Automotive Part & Maintenance Equipment

6. DIY, Agricultural Machinery, Garden & Outdoor

7. Smart Manufacturing

* For more information & Register for free entry to the Exhibition:

https://www.hardwareexpotw.com/en-us

* See booth information: https://lihi.cc/orvHl

* TEL: +886-2-7746-2868

* Email: IHT@lanzaexpo.com
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